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Walter Helwich  

Walter Helwich was born in New York, and after a childhood in which he did very well academically, he went on to attend
University of California. There he studied at the Department of Computer Science and graduated with a Bachelor's Degree in
Mathematics. After graduating from University of California, he went to study advanced software technologies at the Computing
Faculty in Columbia. While he was still going to school, Walter Helwich attended a lecture about on new, developing computer
system, which eventually changed the course of his life. He was fascinated by what he heard and wanted to find out
more.Following his newly discovered passion, he began studing several programming languages like PHP, Java, Python,
Javascript, HTML5, PL / SQL, Objective C, C# and others. 
Somewhere in the late 90's, he began working on the development of applications for some of America's leading IT companies.
He was team leader for various software development projects (Casino Platform project and Lottery outsource project), and then
was shifted to the position of top management, as a technical director. Currently Walter Helwich leads the team at the company
he co-founded “Walter Martin Helwich & Co.” As an IT programmer, Walter comes with great experience and thorough knowledge
of several programming languages.

EXPERIENCE

Walter Martin Helwich & Co
Founder

January 2004- Present

Walter Helwich works alongside other scientists, helping develop more advanced computer systems and software. He he also
dedicated much of his career work on developing operating systems for portable computers and mobile platforms.

EDUCATION

University of California
Bachelors of Computer Science

October 1994- June 1998

Learning applied mathematics, advanced software technologies and operating systems.

SKILLS

Programming languages like PHP, Java, Python, Javascript, HTML5, PL / SQL, Objective C, C# and others
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